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ORCHA: Who are we?
 Organisation for the Review of Care & Health Applications.
 The world’s leading health app evaluation and advisor
organisation. ORCHA approve and distribute health Apps on
behalf of NHS England and NHS Digital.
 Home to the largest health app library in the world.

Our mission
To distribute high quality applications to patients and healthcare professionals.

THE HEALTH APP MARKET HAS BOOMED
Today, 79% of adults own a smart phone (100% of 100% of
16-24-year-olds), spending 2 hours & 34 minutes online on
their smart phone every day.
The growth of Health apps is undeniable, there are:
• >327,000 health apps
• 4 million downloads every day
• 48% of people have used a health app(3)
Our research has found people want to use health apps for
convenience, saving time and to taking control of their
health.

Sources: (3) Accenture, consumer survey on digital health 2018

THERE ARE INCREDIBLE APPS
THAT TRANSFORM LIVES
Access
to information

Access
to healthcare

Diagnose
and track
diseases

WaitLess

Brain in Hand

Skin Vision

Provides current waiting
times, opening hours and
directions to all urgent
care centres. It cuts A&E
wait times by 12%.

24/7 personalised support
system for autistic people.
Increases independence,
saving £4,500 in LA services
per user each year.

Its algorithm means people
can track and analyse
freckles and moles for
cancer, to a X% accuracy.

But…

PROFESSIONALS SEE THE OPPORTUNITY
93% of healthcare professionals believe apps can
make a difference – improving care & efficiencies.
But there are 5 barriers:

Governance & risk
management
The lack of clarity around the
appropriate evaluation and
governance foundations
brings uncertainty.

Trust & safety

Systems & process

Awareness & habit

The lack of a clear
assessment regime prevents
professionals from being able
to differentiate between safe
and unsafe apps.

Professionals are not yet
given the tools to embed
digital health into day to day
working practices.

Apps are not yet part of
training and development or
the day-to-day management
of conditions and so inhibits
confidence.

Return on
investment
Evaluation of impact remains
a challenge and so inhibits
adoption.

PROFESSIONAL CAUTION IS JUSTIFIED
Only 15% of >5,000 reviewed apps meet
minimum standards.
There are no regulations on app stores.
Our published research found user reviews and popularity
do not correlate with app quality.
65% of apps haven’t been updated for >18 months; the
vast majority are now ‘zombie apps’.
One suicide prevention app provides a list of means for
instant death.

15% meet
quality
standards
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UNIQUE ORCHA REVIEW ENGINE
Meets the breadth of disciplines, volume of apps & pace of market.

Accreditation

App Library

ORCHA works with national
bodies to establish and drive
efficient, safe and closed loop
app accreditation schemes.

ORCHA offers unique
bespoke app libraries helping
to find and compare evaluated
health & care apps.

Pro solutions
ORCHA pro solutions help
professionals to find and
recommend health and care
apps directly to patients.

Implementation
ORCHA works with providers
to involve and train
professionals on digital
health and build
communications campaigns.

Implementation
Commissioning
ORCHA works with providers
ORCHA
provides
to involve
and market
train
insight
reports
and
professionals on digital
consultancy
build
health andtobuild
commercial frameworks.
communications
campaigns.

ORCHA REVIEW

Data
Privacy

Clinical
Assurance

Security

User
Experience

KEY TAKE HOME MESSAGES
1.

Use ORCHA App finder to look for safe health care apps:
https://appfinder.orcha.co.uk/

2.

If you are an app developer developing a health care app,
please talk to ORCHA.

3.

We are running workshops for app developers to help them
meet regulatory requirements, and have opportunities for
developers to be part of our app zones at health expos around
the UK.

4.

‘Digital’ is not going anywhere. NHS will be changing the way
they deliver services in the future, we must be ready to go on
that journey.

5.

‘Digital’ should be seen as an enabler.

6.

Future workshops for those who would like to become ‘Digital
Navigators’.

Thank You
Please feel free to get in
touch:

Email: hello@orcha.co.uk
Twitter: @OrchaHealth

